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ABSTRACT 

WALL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS FOR 
A TURBULENT ATTACHED JET FLOW 

by 

Otis E. Byrd, Jr. 

In this study a method was developed to predict the pressure 

distribution along the enclosed wall in a turbulent attached jet 

flow. The flow was assumed two dimensional and only time averaged 

properties vie re considered. A flow model was developed and used to 

write a momentum balance. From this balance the wall pressures were 

predicted. The results of these predictions are shown and suggestions 

for continued research are given. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

U 

AR 

W 

xo 

/> 

U{X, y) 

<r 

k 

y^x) 

y2(x) 

y3(x) 

*ab 

Vbulk 

MabX 

^abX 

P(x, y) 

c-x(x, y) 

d (x) 

b 

x 

y 

experimental average velocity at the nozzle exit 

nozzle width 

wall offset measured from the nozzle edge 

value of x at the nozzle exit 

density 

jet velocity profile 

jet spread parameter 

constant momentum flux for the jet 

function locating the attachment streamline 

function locating the "dividing line" 

function locating the wall 

mass flux across control surface ab 

bulk velocity 

momentum flux across control volume surface ab 

in the X direction 

summation of forces acting on the control volume surface ab 

hydrostatic pressure at the point x, y 

normal shear stress 

defined in figure 2 

free jet width 

coordinate measured along the centerline streamline 

coordinate measured along a perpendicular to the 

centerline streamline 



coordinate axis parallel to the centerline, shown 
in figure 2 

coordinate axis perpendicular to the X axis, shovm 
in figure 2 

radius vector describing the centerline streamline 

angle between the X axis and r 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

When a fluid is discharged from a nozzle into an area containing 

a similar fluid, the resulting flow is referred to as a jet. It has 

been found that if the area into which the jet is directed contains a 

side wall, reasonably near the jet, the jet will attach to this wall. 

This is referred to as the Coandoa effect, and forms the basis for the 

bistable fluid amplifier. This attachment phenomenon is illustrated 

in figure 1. The region between the jet flow and the wall is a region 

of trapped fluid. This region is referred to as the attachment bubble, 

or the separation bubble. This area will be the focus of the present 

study, with the final results being the prediction of pressures along 

the enclosed wall. 

To accomplish this, it will first be necessary to establish a model 

which approximates flow within the separation bubble. This model will 

be described in Section II. After it has been developed, it will be 

used in writing the momentum equation for a spatial control volume, 

inside the attachment bubble. From the momentum equation, pressures 

along the inside wall will be predicted. In the course of the 

calculations necessary to predict pressures, information concerning the 

structure of the flow field within the attachment bubble may also 

be obtained. The momentum equation’s development will be shown in 

Section III. In Section IV the numerical problems encountered in the 

solution of this equation will be described, with Section V being 

devoted to a discussion of results followed by suggestions for 

continued research 
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II. MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

The purpose of this section is to develop a model for the flow 

inside a separation bubble formed by a turbulent jet. Time averaged 

flow properties will be used, with the average motion being restricted 

to the two dimensional case. 

In the separation bubble, the fluid is continually circulating, 

iluid near the upper boundary of the bubble, is entrained by the jet, 

and is carried toward the attachment point. However, as this fluid 

nears the attachment point, it is unable to acjj ust to the resulting 

increase in pressure and is caused to turn and be recirculated towards 

the nozzle exit. As this recirculating flow moves towards the jet 

nozzle it is again entrained, and the circulating flow continues. 

Since only time average properties are considered, this motion is steady 

state. 

A model for the flow is shown in figuxe 2. In developing this 

model the first step is to establish a coordinate system and to 

describe the shape of the separation bubble, the second is to describe 

the flow field within the separation bubble. 

The centerline streamline, shown in figure 2, is the central 

streamline for the jet velocity profile. This streamline will also serve 

as the basis for the coordinate system to be used in the mathematical 

development of the problem. It will be called the x axis, with the 

linear dimension x being a measure of arc length along it. The y axis 

will be defined as everywhere perpendicular to and measured from the 

x axis. The downvrard direction will be positive. It will be assumed 
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that the centerline streamline generally obeys the relation suggested 

by Bourque, reference 1. 

T * a sin K 9 

The coordinates r and © are as shown in figure 2. In equation (1), 

a and k are constants. The value of k is independent of the flow, 

and the value of a varies for different flow situations. The value of 

a is determined experimentally. However, in reference 1, a technique 

is offered for determining a analytically. After locating x-he center- 

line streamline and setting the x - y coordinate system, the next step 

is to locate the boundary of the attachment bubble. The line forming 

this boundary is labeled the attachment streamline in figure 2. Flow 

above this streamline is jet flow and continues downstream with the 

jet after the attachment point is reached. Flow below this streamline 

is entrained jet flow, inside the attachment bubble. As the entrained 

jet flow nears the attachment point, it is forced to turn and is re¬ 

circulated. If the jet velocity profile is assumed to be given by the 

H. Gortler relation for a free incompressible turbulent jet, reference 

I, 2, it is possible to locate the attachment streamline. Following 

the method used in reference 1, this is done by writing a mass balance 

between the centerline and attaching streamlines. The mass flux is 

taken to be one-half the mass flux through the nozzle. 

«f= ‘■JiCK) 



h 

In the equation above, ft , is the mass-flux, (x) is the name of the 

function which gives the value of y along the attachment streamline, 

and u(x, y) represents the Gortler velocity profile. If the integration 

indicated above is carried out, it can be shown, see appendix 1a, that 

where <r is the jet spread parameter, x is the linear dimension measured 

along the x axis, and AR is the nozzle width. The linear dimension, 

however, is not zero at the nozzle exit. Instead it is defined so that, 

U, the experimentally determined average velocity at the nozzle exit, 

and V , defined below, ave 

will be equal at the nozzle exit. At the nozzle exit b is equal to 

AR, and x equals Xq. If the indicated integration above is carried 

out, the expression below can be obtained. 

This is the same result obtained in reference 1. 

At this point the x - y coordinate system has been defined and the 

boundary of the separation bubble has been described. The next step 

is to describe the flow field inside the separation bubble. To do 

3) U = V*we =. 
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this the line yg(x), shown in figure 2, will be defined such that it 

divides the attachment bubble into two regions. In the region above 

y2(*) fluid is entrained by the jet, and is moving toward the attach¬ 

ment point. In the region below y2(x) fluid is being recirculated, and 

is moving away from the jet. This line is named the "dividing line". 

Above it the flow can be approximated by the jet velocity profile. 

Below the dividing line a bulk velocity will be defined. Figure 3 

shows a control volume abcBa. This control volume is of unit height. 

If is the mass flow across the surface ab, and m^c is the mass flow 

across the surface be, then if follows from the definition of the 

dividing line that 

where 

4) 

and 

*ab ' *bc 

v n*«> 
lhab = J fi 

” Tbulk - y2(x)) 

In the above equations V^ulk is the bulk velocity in the region below 

the dividing line, in a direction parallel to u(x, y). The functions 

y1 (x) and y2(x) respectively, describe the locations of the "dividing 

line" and of the wall. The assumption of a bulk velocity results in 

an inability to calculate shear stress in this region. The wall shear 

stress in this region will also be neglected, because it is small when 

compared with wall pressure. The function y^(x) can be described in 

terms of the centerline streamline and the wall configuration. 
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The path of the dividing line however is not described easily. 

This line shown in figure It will begin at point A and will follow the 

line labeled the "free jet width" until some point b is reached, then 

the line will connect this point with the attachment point B. Several 

values for b will be used in solving the problem and the results com¬ 

pared with experimental work. A path similar to path number 3, shorn 

in figure It, will also be tried. The line labeled the free jet width, 

refers to an approximation of the width which the jet would have if 

it were not attached. 
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HI. DEVELOPMENT OF THE MOMENTUM EQUATION 

In writing the momentum balance, a fixed control volume was used. 

This control volume is located in a flow field which is assumed steady. 

The momentum equation therefore equates the summation of forces acting 

on the volume, to the summation of momentum flux over the surface of 

summation of momentum flux for the control volume is obtained by 

computing the flux of momentum over the several surfaces of the control 

volume, and taking the sum of these terms. 

Mass flows into the control volume across surface ab. For this 

surface x is constant and equal to x^ , while y varies between y^(x), 

and yg(x). If the momentum is referred to the X - Y coordinate system 

shown in figure 5? the following expression for the momentum flux 

across ab can be written 

The angle * is shown in figure 5 and can be written as a function of 

9 using equation 1. A similar expression for the momentum flux 

across surface ef, results in the following: 

the control volume. This control volume is shown in figure i>. The 

S) 
w* 

fl = 
V *H>5> 

♦ CO5 C X p 
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For this surface the momentum flux was out of the control volume* 

To compute the net momentum flux across control surface be, it is 

necessary to use the average velocity mentioned in the model descrip¬ 

tion. If the bulk velocity is assumed to be parallel to the jet velocity: 

O (,« x x cos*txO • • rv\ v>t 

rv\bt * ‘•v'o.fc, 

•VNoto/ f p <■ ^3 - ^ 

COS^CK;^ 

V 

* 

\» 

j" 

The angle ^ (x) is shown in figure 5* In more concise form this 

expression is 

1) 
COS A 

C - 'll) 

X 

similadLy 

A«AX = 

r r 
U ytxp 

Since there is no mass flow across the surfaces cd and fa, the net 

momentum flux over the surface of the control volume in the X direction 
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can be written: 

AM s- cos*<*s> + cos KCxpJ/>u'Cxj,^^ 

I'tr.i 

•Ui*p 

yc«i> 

COS«CXi> /3u^XilVdci’j'/^C^CXi> -^CXjOl 

/ J 

r 

cos«cx0[ j^ucx;- V^l 

Now suppose that the distance between the points x^ and x^ is small 

such that 

ix = x^ 

and consider x to be a point located between x. and x. such that a 
J 

Taylor's expansion about this point, x , can be used to express x^ 

and x.: 
v '<• 

x^ = x - 5>x/2 

x^ « x + Sx/2 

Then, the flow properties at points i and j can be expressed by the 

approximate relations: 

4?tx-5v-o 5 <?*•»> " 
,/x^* 

q (.X1- *%} * <Pi<o + K 
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In the above expression the variable is a duimny variable, used as 

an example* If the flow properties are similarly expressed, then 

it is possible, by following the methods of appendix 2, to obtain the 

expression below. 

*0 AM = p cos* ( - 2 J IA Sx ) / c 

3l T 

+ f> cosd |1 Sx siAA«< 

- Sx C§T - 
'I' 

M' 

*J3COS*< 2.- J pW ^ $X 

S' 

££. 
Ax 5A $UV^ O( jy’“vu\ 

- COS ot />• U £1 
5X *X 

•A-*- 

* l^cos*-^^ • Sx • S AM,-V) 
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In writing the equation for the summation of forces on the control 

volume, the following definitions were used, 

Ptvj>= hydrostatic pressure 

o; = normal shear stress in the x direction 

IatX «* summation of forces acting on the surface 
ac of the control volume in the X direction 

Noting the configuration shown in figure 5> the following expression 

can be written: 

»o) 

*\% U O 

fc\V\ ^ ^ITcy,^ dLu 

^•<.*0 ) 

For the surface labeled df then the summation of forces term is: 

10 cos * c* i) S tK»*V^*1 
\ 

“ Sws < c xp 
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The final two terms in the summation of forces equation are: 

%i 

Co s <*» t^y-) X> c^s-r- Dcly, 

% i. 

and 

f *»<-X 

J COSTS' A^-Ji • 6c*,»^0 d^L 

*; 

Xj 

^ Su*-V' ^cx^t^d^e. 

Xi 

4 
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If x. and x. are again expressed in terms of a first order Taylor’s 

expansion, and if the variables are expressed in terms of these 

expansions, then manipulation similar to those shown in appendix 2 

produces the equation below: 

n) &FX 

ll 

7^; 5>x J 

+ cos* C * jx* Sx - i »x ‘O 

- << f S * 
— Sx 

V 

♦ s\*w C. CX.^O *x -Saft ex.^> 

- six*. * Sx - “tcx,«s* ^>x 

•* S\ny /co<iJ2> 5. cx.^V"} i>x 
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IV. SOLUTION OF THE EQUATION 

With the development of equation (1U) the momentum equation is 

complete. In this section the steps necessary to produce a solution 

■will be presented. The terms in the momentum equation can be divided 

into three groups, tangential shear stress terms, inertia terms, and 

normal shear stress-hydrostatic pressure terms. If a function F(x) 

is defined, see appendix 3, 

JcwS*-*3 tangential shear term + inertia terms 

then the momentum balance can be written in the following form: 

f rV r*’* 
ts) * ft j C ■£•<■*-to Q') * ft •**' 
r •* 

-CO* « Cf. CK.'JJ) 7^ 1 

In the equation above the term sx is small but non-zero. This means 

that the summation of terms shown in brackets is equal to zero. Using 

this idea it is possible to rewrite the equation in the form 

■tOS<< • C/'c)Uf C- ^ i ' -v *'*-**“ 

*V 

• «wv< -V iww /*/co 

l- ^ ^ T3 
*v 

•* V<_ xi - O 

Now suppose that the term in brackets may be represented by an approx¬ 

imation: 

“O = fi cv -n.->-CPc^o rt*) 

V 

fccO) ~ 

1L *= V=>C.XlMx,> 

Acx> 
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In the equation above P(x, y^) represents the pressure along the attaching 

streamline, and P(x, y^) represents the pressure at the wall. Using 

the approximation above, equation 15 takes the form: 

‘*0 ^ Atx) * *1.00 Ac%) 4rtxq 

, . r »*. T ***'** ^ 
4 /COS«< >■ »» S«W«< ♦ v <o%|i i -»AiY<xt>o) ^ 

9tCX') * t /eos«< SV'A^/cosyS -*• £ txj ^ 

A <*■> —O cuV>e<rv X =• * w-ix^cHneMT 

Equation 17 is a first-order differential equation, for which f^(x) 

and fg(x) can be computed, bhen it is solved, the definition of A(x) 

can be used to determine the value of P(x, y^) plus P(x, y^). If 

P(x, y-j) is assumed constant, the value of P(x, y^) can be calculated. 

P(x, y^) is assumed constant in the development of the velocity profile 

used to describe the jet flow. Experimental evidence shows that this 

is not a bad approximation. 

At this point a solution has been•outlined. To produce results 

it is necessary to evaluate the functions f^(x), fg(x), and F(x). These 

functions depend upon the geometry of the problem and the value of the 

shear and inertia terms. In these terms, some quantities are functions 

of P , while others are expressed as functions of x. These two variables, 
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x and ^ , are related through equation 1. This relation takes the form 

of an elliptic integral. Ihis along with the complexity of the functions 

f.j (x) and fg(x) resulted in the use of a computer solution. 

The section of the computer solution dealing with the calculation 

of the geometric variables f^(x), fg(x), and F(x) is tedious but straight 

forward. To solve the differential equation, it was necessary to integrate 

from the attachment point toward the nozzle. The Adams predictor 

corrector method was used in the solution of the differential equation. 

The boundary condition A(x) s 0 at attachment was used. 

The input for the computer solution can be divided into three 

classifications. The first is geometric data and includes V, AR, and 

W, with W being the wall offset. The second is flow data and includes 

the average flow velocity at the nozzle exit, the exit pressure, , 

and the value of a. The third is numerical, and refers to the shape 

of the line yg(x) and the value of the function G(x). 

If a flow situation is chosen for which the wall pressure 

distribution is known however, G(x) and y^^x) can be determined through 

a trial and error solution. In this way an idea of the behavior of these 

functions may be obtained. Also their effect upon the numerical results 

can be shown. 

To digress slightly consider the line yg(x). Physically this line 

would represent a line of zero velocity in the x direction. Because there 

is a general relation, equation 1, for the centerline of the jet it seems 

reasonable to assume that it would be possible to describe y^(x) in a 
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general manner, either with an equation, or with an envelope of curves 

limited to a small range. 

Now consider the function G(x). This function was defined mathe¬ 

matically in equation 16, being approximated as one-half. This term 

approximates the curve P(x, y), shorn in figure 6, as a straight line 

connecting points P(x, y^) and P(x, y^). It can be seen from the data 

in reference U, that the pressure in the central section of the separ¬ 

ation bubble is less than the value at either P(x, y^) or P(x, y^). 

This means that in this area G(x) would be less than 0.5. As the 

attachment point is neared, however, the pressure contours change 

character and the range of integration becomes smaller. This tends to 

make the approximation more accurate. Because in general the pressure 

contours are similar for various flow situations, it seems probable 

that within a certain range a function G(x) may be developed. It 

should be remembered that G(x) is a weak function of x. 
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V. RESULTS 

Results obtained using the outlined solution are shorn in figures 

8 and 9, and in chart 1. The values of yg(x) f°r curves 1 and 2 

were obtained by letting y^Cx) correspond to one-half the width of a 

similar free jet. When the ratio of y^(x) to y^(.x) reached a set 

value, 0.5 for curve a. and 0.7 for curve l, however the remainder of 

the curve was determined by a straight line between this point and the 

attachment point. Curve 3 was used to check for any unusual behavior. 

The correspondence between x and P(x, y^) is shown in figure 8. The 

value of G(x) was varied between two functions, G^ (x) = constant, 

and GgCx) shown in figure 7. Wall pressure predictions are shown in 

figure 9, which also compares them with experimental results. These 

curves indicate results which are approximately 10% lower than 

experimental data. The shape of the curve is correct. The variation 

of the pressure distribution due to changes in G(x) and yg(x) is rel¬ 

atively small. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

Figure 9 illustrates that the methea. indicated predicts wall pressure 

distributions with reasonable accuracy. This accuracy could be improved 

if G(x) and y£(x) were optimized to produces the best possible results. 

It is felt that through this optimization a general expression for 

yg(x) could be developed. This would be a valuable piece of informa¬ 

tion. It would increase knowledge concerning the flow field in the 

separation bubble, and it would reduce the input necessary for the 

solution. Additional work to determine the effects of the flow and 

geometric data on the pressure distribution would also furnish valuable 

information 
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APPENDIX 1a 

Determination of (x) 

The function y^ (x) yields the distance along the y axis between 

the centerline streamline and the attachment streamline. This is 

shown in figure 2. Writing the mass balance for the flow between 

these two streamlines produces the relation 

n* 

T U- AR. j» - 

vc X7'*' KR. 

- k. TT JT 

Performing the indicated integration produces the relation 

. . -A / Aft.T- x/ir -V-COAW J 



APPENDIX 1b 

Determination of the free jet width 

In this study the free jet width will be defined such that when 

y equals one-half the free jet width 

uao) .oit3 

In the expression above u(x, 0) represents the centerline velocity. 

If the jet velocity profile is submitted into the expression above, 

simple manipulation produces 

s cp ' tlLvJU. 

Y\. = .0-1. (.3 



APPENDIX 1c 

Determination of y^(x) 

The function y^(x) yields the relation for the distance between 

the centerline streamline and the wall. This relation is determined 

completely by the geometry of the problem. It is given by the 

expression: 

a. w/a. - C- coi6 • c.o*&ycos 



APPENDIX 2 

Expression of the momentum flux 

in terms of a single value of x 

The flux of momentum over the control volume surface is: 

AHx s 4
 * M«4X. 

The first term is: 

vMO 

flat. x. s
 ~ CO» U CXO ^ 

^cx;> 

Substituting x^ = x - Sx/2 into the relation produces: 

- co* 4 C * - fcx/aO 1 ji u_x C.-V- - vy/O 
M/a-) 

Using the approximations,u(x^> y) u(x, y) - ^Sx- ^ (x, y) e*c. 

i 9^. 

- V 

*] (x^c - ££ 

•u - . *? 

¥) A<K«,X - [tM«( 



If the line integral is divided into several sections 

JX aV>X L cos^ 1 3A 

•f 

Sx S W*. «X 3 L * J /Cu.- 4- 

* 7- 

•S’ 

V- 

nv- Z*' l? 
O 7. 

If terms of the type S xn are neglicted for n > 1, the relation can 

be reduced to the form 

V 

V 

v 
2.a.1 MabX B -[eos* C/»u.'-cw* T>^% * 5 

-^'cV.xV^ *i£ 

Now consider the terra 

MfeX = + C0S * J J* ^ 

V c’p 

» x. + Sx/2 

Using the substitutions 



plus manipulations shown previously produces the result 

n ~ n 

+ ^ + ■* JO 

V" 

,x "5* 

-KL T* X 

Next consider the term 

“box 
co s«K C*y.- *Vx-^  

\ yio- C.-V-- 

If the techniques prebiously employed are used, it can be shown that: 

*W ya [.Cfcs* c><^ V* 
a*y- ’ x 

3* J. 

I' v 

* J“‘*1- (Vi^VCV^ 
)• 3' 



In the above expression = u(y1, x) and Ug ■ u^, *)♦ 

In summing and a common denominator will be necessary. 

This denominator vd.ll be 

rr- 
5v / 

i'h S. C -*3 <>> .■>IOrr> - T^; 3‘)1 

2 
which reduces to (y^ - . If the numerator and denominator of 

Mbcx 
are multiplied by [. C.^ ' WO] 

the result is 

2A.3 

rY *' V 

® cos* (.L(u,Sx ^ - CuA*y f ^ SX«*-M ■*• 

CVV^ * v 1 

•» c 

c1'-^ 

Similarly it can be shown that 

"7*0 cosA-^p. C$u«U^' ^ 

suM M edX - ^ L C*W>V* *x **VC 
(rr^ * 

V v V 
+ Juet^. fa ^ 2 

* Y * 

- —* • rJ* SL (s* - ft' }“*** •p-c 

<V}0 k 3* 3* 

- V H.** • •p • °YT'KJ‘Ad*i V 
v 



If the summation of the momentum flux over the control surface is 

computed using the expressions in this appendix the result will be 

W) AM • jo cos* C-X fvt 'X' 

* i 

7‘'«* /c*j«-*^o • 55. ^ 

*X (-T% * • c [^^3 
r V 

J>ec« t • a. • j 

3- 

•»* 

^ Sx sC/^,4 

fcC0 £“ *C ' J* * 

kZ ^ fOCa^d. U.± 

S' 



APPENDIX 3 

Evaluation of the function F(x) 

Using the definition given for F(x), and equations 9 and 1U> 

the expression below can be written 

F(x) = tangential shear stress terms ♦ inertia terms 

£ SUA «< } 
V V 

Sv/V'- C “ *£c.X,v^O 3 

V 

-ys COM/c^.^) 

V 

0 
1’- y 

'/•C^ ^ * 

r* 
WVA-\ 

T V 

The evaluation of F(x), as shown above, requires a definition 

for the lines y^x), y2(x), and y^(x), a velocity profile relation, 

and shear stress relations. 



The jet velocity profile has already been chosen. The definitions 

of y1 (x), ygtx) and y^(x) have also been outlined. The shear stress 

relation given in reference 2, is used to specify the shear stresses 

for the region between y^ (x) and ygCx). The shear stresses in the 

region between yg(x) and y^(x) have been neglected. With this 

information F(x) can be evaluated. In the computer solution it was 

expedient to use numerical techniques to evaluate some of the terms. 
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